2 Lyndhurst Place
London, Ontario, Canada N6C 4H8
December 9, 2016

Hello:

As we come to the end of 2016, we’ve assembled a few pages of pictures you might
enjoy. Our year was filled with lots of activity, and we’re getting more used to being retired
after settling back in Canada.
We spent part of the year visiting some of the favourite places where we lived before.

In January, we stopped by the apartment
building in Port of Spain, Trinidad where
we lived for one year in 2004 and 2005.

We also saw Brian’s work place in Port of
Spain, and swam at this beach – one of our
favourite places in Trinidad.

We’ve missed Denmark since we moved to
Ontario last year, so we spent a week in
Copenhagen in May. The Nyhavn (new
harbour) district is a tourist favourite.
Everyone was taking advantage of the
warm weather to relax at sidewalk cafes.

Our good American friend Judi (left) and her
husband hosted a garden party for us at
their home in Copenhagen. The Canadian
ambassador to Denmark and his wife
attended, along with lots of old friends.
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More travels: we made our first trip to the
Czech Republic, visiting Prague and the
little touristy town of Cesky Krumlov. The
2 pictures above show the town with its
ancient castle above the Vltava River, and
the view from the tower.

The 2 of us
overlooking Cesky
Krumlov. We liked
the Czech food, beer,
history and
affordable prices.

Long-time
friends Debbie
and Gary
hosted us at
their new home
in Vancouver
in September.
Their 2
children are
awfully cute!
In July, we joined a group of 300
American theatre organ enthusiasts and
attended 6 days of concerts in several
movie palaces in Ohio. It was fun hearing
such talented artists and talking to
British and American attendees.
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To escape part of the Canadian winter,
we took Louise’s mom on a holiday to St.
Lucia. We swam in this pool at the resort
and at the Rodney Bay beach nearby.

After rinsing off and changing, we prepared
for dinner with afternoon cocktails. Louise on
the left is with sister-in-law Lynn, brother
Joe and her mom Ann.

In August, Joe and Lynn helped us explore the
mountains and rivers of Alberta and BC. This
picture is of Natural Bridge near Field, BC.

Louise poses with Lynn at the
appropriately named Chateau
Lake Louise.
We bought a
camping tent
and used it
during summer
excursions
around Ontario.
These photos
are at the
Pinery park on
Lake Huron.
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Louise’s friend Heather made her first visit to
London so we showed her around the neighbourhood and visited some of the city’s art galleries.

When it’s warm, Louise likes to cool off
with chilled coffee at a nearby café.

We’re gradually making new friends in the city, and visit family members as often as we can.
We joined a volunteer-run educational group and Brian has given presentations on
Alzheimer’s disease, the Taj Mahal and container shipping. Brian is also participating in a
university research project exploring ways for men to attain satisfaction in retirement. One of
the fun ways is 5-pin bowling – Brian goes out to play 3 games with fellow retirees every
week.

It’s always a relief to survive a Canadian
winter. Above is our house and van in
London. At home, we built shelves,
renovated parts of the back yard, and
replaced the kitchen floor. The fish in our
pond survived the winter and are thriving.
We hope you’ll have a fun-filled holiday
with your family and loved ones. Keep in
touch!
Brian and Louise Keith
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